Abkhaz Text (5)

—The Boy Brought Up by a Bull—

Tamio Yanagisawa

(78) [A]-C

j-E’

d-Cx§-PC-l-IC-z

b\§-wCdC-M’

the-king him-to him-where-Prev(there)-she-take-Past.Ind.N.F
TU9
2CCTV’P
PCS’ FPCLI9CP

7-room-Ind

their-door [it]-Prev-open-Abs there he-Prev(there)-him-push-Abs
FL9PCLM’LV’.
him-Prev-he-lock in-(Aor)-Fin
When she (the old woman) took him (the boy) to where the king was, the king
opened the doors of seven rooms, and pushed him in there and locked him in.
(79) WC\9 YC

CE’§M’9P

FL9PCZCLV’

now
there he-Prev-fall into-(Aor)-Fin
LS’CLE’CYCL ?

the-boy

Rel-Prev-he-do-Dyn-what
Now that the boy was down there, what on earth could he do?
(80) JE9

PCZ§Z§L

his-bull
LE’CZCLV’,

in the distance over there the-fir grove
F\NCEC\,

CRUCTC

it-Prev(under)-find oneself-(Aor)-Fin he-Rel-with-go-Past.Ind.N.F
FCZ§EC\,
F\IC\
9C CM’CI§
he-where-go-Past.Ind.N.F
L\FT<CYCO.

him-Rel-take-Past.Ind.N.F SP

nothing

he-Pot-know-Emph-Dyn-Neg
His bull was far away in a distant fir grove. The bull knew nothing about how the
boy had gone, where he had gone, or who had taken him away.
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(81) ANCFC C9CLV’,

CL9CFC C9CLV’,

down it-say-(Aor)-Fin upward it-say-(Aor)-Fin
CPCZ§ C9CLV’,
CTCZ§ C9CLV’,
there
it-say-(Aor)-Fin
here
it-say-(Aor)-Fin
CV’9NC
CE9C
2CZPCZLV’,
the-world the-skin [it]-it-Prev-it-take off-(Aor)-Fin
CZC CE9 CE’§M’9P FCZ§EC\
2CDCYCO

LU§VC

but the-bull the-boy
he-where-go-Past.Ind.N.F [it]-it-see-Dyn-Neg his-footprint
2CDCYCO
FCZCIC
CNNC LFTR’.
[it]-it-see-Dyn-Neg

him-where-it-take.Aor.N.F Allah

[it]-he-know-Fut.I

The bull looked around everywhere, here and there, high and low. He looked all
over the world. But the bull didn’t know where the boy had gone. He couldn’t find
any of the boy’s footprints. Only Allah knew where the boy had been taken.
(82) ATGL CE’§M’9P CD\§YCFCM’

FCZ§L9PCTM’\

this the-boy
the-7-room-Ind
CM’TLE’CTE’CYCP

him-where-Prev-they-lock in-Past.Ind.N.F
CONC

something-him-Prev-they-feed-Dyn-Impf the-hunger
FCFTM’YCO\t’,
CZC L\Z9CTVCY\CL,
him-it-they-Caus-catch-Dyn-Neg-Impf
LE9
Z§CCU 2LM’LV’,

but

it-Rel-help-Stat.N.F-what
LE9
CFTTC

his-bull pain-as [it]-he-catch-(Aor)-Fin (= he worried) his-bull the-knowledge
2CLVCT
2LVCZZCLV’,
CZC L\NCLVCYCL?
[it]-to it-he-give-Subjunctive [it]-he-wish to-(Aor)-Fin but it-how-he-give-Dyn-Qu
They locked the boy up in the seven rooms, they gave him food, they were careful
not to let him die of hunger. But what was the use of that? The boy was worried
about the bull. He wanted to tell the bull about himself, but how could he tell him?
(83) DZTM9CM9CYC YU FUV’9C\
he-grieve-Abs
S’9TCCPM’ RTP
crow-one [it]-fly-Abs
LCCM9V’9CLV’.

CM’9OM’9C

thus he-how-be sitting-Past.Stat.N.F be-Neg-Abs
LCCLP
CRGP<§T
CE’
it-Prev-come here-Past.Ind

the-window

it-at

it-Par-Prev(on)-sit down-(Aor)-Fin
He was feeling very sad and when he sat down, just at that moment a crow flew in
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and sat down on the windowsill.
(84) AS’9TCCP CRGP<§T

CE’§M’9P

LCPCC=C?M9V’9C,

the-crow the-window it-when-Par-[it]-Prev(on)-sit down.(Aor.N.F) the-boy
FZTM9CM9CYC FE’9YCYC FUV’9C\
he-grieve-Abs
2CPCDC

he-cry-Abs
he-how-be sitting-Past.Stat.N.F
“LYZ§\CL
YCTC,

[it]-when-it-see.(Aor.N.F) Rel-you-happen-(Aor)-what
Y\TE’9YCYCL?”
9C LC\E’CCLV’.
you-Rel-Caus-cry-Dyn-what

SP

you.M

[it]-him-it-Prev-ask-(Aor)-Fin

When the crow stopped on the windowsill, it saw the boy feeling very sad and
sitting there crying, and asked him, “What is the matter with you? What causes
you to cry?”
(85) — S\TE’9YCYa

YDTL =C?CYR’,

CDTLI§CDTLI§

me-Rel-Caus-cry-Dyn.N.F that
[it]-be-Stat.Pres.Fin such and such
CRUVC
I9CL9CE’ Z§C
E’NC FYM’ UM9V’9CP,
the-valley deep-in
chestnut tree big-one I-Prev(on)-sit-Stat.Past.Fin
UE’TR’P YDTC CZ§C
E’la LM9ZCLV’,
my-flute
there
LUOC\CT

the-chestnut tree
UVCZP,

it-Prev(on)-remain alone-(Aor)-Fin
UI9

it-I-have-Subjunctive [it]-I-want-Stat.Past.Fin
2CNCUTE’8§YCO\V’.

my-heart

[it]-it-with-I-Caus-be bored-Dyn-Neg-Impf
“This is why I’m crying. Deep in a valley somewhere, I was sitting on the top of a
big chestnut tree. I left my flute at the top of that chestnut tree. If I had the flute, I
wouldn’t feel bored here.”
(86) ATCZ§ UCZ§PCRUYC

CF9CZ§ CYCC 2\DCYCLV’,

here I-where-Prev(there)-look-Dyn.N.F outside people [them]-I-see-Dyn-Fin
CZC CYCCL
UCTCL CLE9C\9CT
2S’CNCYCO,
but people-and I-and we-one another-talk with-if [it]-Prev-be possible-Dyn-Neg
=C?C UCYLU§VYCO,
CDCU UI9CS’YC CDTC
the-king me-Dummy-Prev-he-release-Dyn-Neg so
UL9PCZCLV’,
— 2L9CLV’.
I-Prev-fall into-(Aor)-Fin

[it]-he-say-(Aor)-Fin
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“When I looked over there, I saw people, but we couldn’t talk with each other. The
king would not let me go. And I felt sad, and ended up in here,” he said.
(87) — WUCM’9\CT, YE’TR’P UC LY\CC\ICYCLV’,
if so

your-flute

— 2C9CP

I

it-you-for-Prev-I-bring-Dyn-Fin

CE’PCPCZCP

LECP

[it]-it-say-Past.Ind its-SV-Prev-it-set out-Past.Ind it-go-Past.Ind
LD\§CM’P
LCOCP
LCCLV’.

CZCRE
the-tooth

it-Prev(between)-hold-Abs it-it-have-Abs it-Prev(here)-come-(Aor)-Fin
“If that is the case, I will bring your flute to you here,” said the crow, and flew
away. And then the crow brought the flute back, holding it in its beak.
(88) JCOCP

LCCLP,

CRGP<§T

it-it-have-Past.Fin it-Prev-come-Past.Ind the-window
L2M’NTU9P
CE’§M’9P FCZ§L9PCM’\
it-[it]-Prev(through)-throw-Abs the-boy
2LPCVCLV’.

he-where-Prev-be locked in-Stat.Past.N.F

[it]-him-it-give-(Aor)-Fin
The crow carried the flute and, throwing it into the place where the boy was locked
up, he gave it to him.
(89) AE’§M’9P \PM’

LE’TR’P 2CPLORZ§CU9CI9U§C,

the-boy
as soon as his-flute
[it]-when-he-Prev-find-(Aor.N.F)-at last
CRGP<§T
FM’NCV’9CP CT9CTC
FCNCICLV’.
the-window he-Prev-sit-Abs

the-play-masd

he-it-Prev-begin-(Aor)-Fin

The boy found his flute and, sitting on the windowsill, started to play it.
(90) WC\9

LE9

now
his-bull
F\TI9CS’YC,
him-Rel-worry-Dyn.N.F

2CCICTCYR’
[it]-Prev-bring-must-be-Stat.Pres.Fin
YODCYC!
indeed

The bull that indeed must have been worrying about him would surely be brought
here now.
(91) AE’TR’PCD\§
the-flute

2CPTCC,

CPL CRUCTCE’

its-voice [it]-when-them-to-hear.(Aor.N.F) that the-fir grove-at
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CLRU, IIU9IU,

LUCL\CYC\

RUCCV’9U LS’C\

they-how-gather-Dyn-Impf.N.F like wild animal-as bird-as
\GI§ 2CL\CLV’
CTL =C?C LI9CTC
all

[they]-gather-(Aor)-Fin this

Rel-be-Stat.Past.N.F
2V9LV’.

the-king his-residence [it]-be filled-(Aor)-Fin

When they heard the sound of the flute, all of the animals and birds that had come
together in the fir grove gathered together and assembled at the king’s residence.
(92) AE’CTR’P CD\§
the-flute

its-voice

CE9I§

L=C?CCLV’.

the-bull-also

it-it-to-hear-(Aor)-Fin

The bull also heard the sound of the flute.
(93) AE’CTR’P CD\§

LCP=C?CC,

CE9

the-flute
its-voice the-bull it-when-[it]-to-hear.(Aor.N.F)
CS’9CM9C LNCVTUP
LL9P
LM’9M’9C<C
with a bump it-Par-Prev-break away-Abs it-run-Abs it-full tilt
CE’CCPCZCLV’.
its-SV-Par-it-set out-(Aor)-Fin
When the bull heard the sound of the flute, he made a loud bumping noise, stood
up quickly, and ran off at a full tilt.
(94) JUCCLYC\

CU9M9C

LNCTUP,

it-how-Prev(here)-come-Dyn-Impf.N.F the-door-Pl it-Par-them-hit-Past.Ind
RU§DC
\PM’
CNC LRPCELV’,
FCEC
4-Non.Hum one time it-with them-Prev-it-break-(Aor)-Fin still more
ZRC
2PZCLV’,
CE9
C\V’9L9CM’
3-Non.Hum [they]-Prev-remain-(Aor)-Fin
2Z\9CLV’.

the-bull its-one part of a pair-horn-one

[it]-Prev-be broken-(Aor)-Fin
The bull arrived, opened the door, and broke down each of the four doors one by
one. Three of the doors still remained. One of the bull’s horns was broken.
(95) AZC LCCPOE’CUM’9C

LCCPZC\

CU9M9CI§

but it-Prev-Neg-stop-Abs Rel-Prev-remain-Past.Ind.N.F the-door-Pl-also
LCZCYC
LCI9CYC
LRPCEP,
it-it-pull-Abs

it-it-push-Abs them-Prev-it-break-Past.Ind
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CE’§M’9P CS’9CS’9C FL9M9V’9CP,

LPL9PCUNCP

it-Par-Prev-go into-Past.Ind the-boy
the-back
LL9F9NRCP
LECLV’.
it-Par-Prev(out)-rush-Past.Ind

he-Par-Prev(on)-sit-Past.Ind

it-go-(Aor)-Fin

But the bull did not give up. He broke down the remaining doors, pushed through
them and ripped them up. And when he got through, he put the boy up on his back
and rushed from there.
(96) AZC LCNCYZL,
but
GI§L\

CE9

CZ

2CZ§M’FPCS’§C\

what of it? the-bull the-head
CZDNL9U 2E’ULV’.

and so on

its-brain

[it]-where-Prev-it-strike-Past.Ind.N.F

[it]-swing-(Aor)-Fin

But, somehow the bull had struck his head and his brain was badly damaged.
(97) AE’§M’9P FCOC

CRUVCE’

LCZ§PCL\,

the-boy
him-it-have.Abs the-valley-in it-where-Prev(there)-go-Past.Ind.N.F
CFTL9CI§ CE’NC
FM9PCE’CLV’.
again

the-tree

him-Prev(on)-it-put-(Aor)-Fin

The bull took the boy along with him and when they entered the valley, the bull
put him up on top of the tree.
(98) — WNODCCP

9C 2YCUO9C\L,

you-Prev-Neg-descend-IMP SP [it]-you-to-I-Neg-say-Past.Ind.N.F-Qu
Y\NDCC\L?
YZ9PCP
YVR
CE’
you-why-Prev-descend-Past.Ind.N.F-Qu you-climb-Abs your-place it-at
YM9V’9C,
UC UOCCM’9C
YNODCCP,
you-Prev(on)-sit down.IMP I

I-Neg-come here-Abs you-Prev-Neg-descend-IMP

— 9C YU 2LCPC9CLV’.
SP

thus

[it]-him-to-it-say-(Aor)-Fin

The bull said to him, “Don’t fall down from the tree! Didn’t I tell you that? Why
did you climb down? Climb the tree and sit in your spot. Don’t climb down from
the tree until I come back!”
(99) ZPM’, L9PV’9 LECLV’,
once twice

CE’§k’9P LZ9

it-go-(Aor)-Fin the-boy
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CZC CZ

2D\§OUZ§C\L,

EPCM’

but the-head [it]-Prev-Neg-be broken-Pluperf-N.F-Qu one day
LCZ§L9VE’\,
CE9
2VCZCLV’,

M’9CTCM’

it-where-Par-Prev-go out-Past.Ind.N.F the-bull [it]-Prev-die-(Aor)-Fin stream-Ind
CE’ LUPCLYC\
CDNCZCE’ I§C\§P,
CDPL
it-at it-how-Prev-come-Dyn-Impf.N.F its-feel dizzy-Past.Ind
CM’9CTC
L2VCCP,
YCC
the-stream it-[it]-Prev(in)-fall-Past.Ind
L\VOE’-<CLV’,

more
YC

that

LVCZCLV’.

it-Pot-Prev(out of)-Neg-go-Emph-(Aor)-Fin there it-Prev-die-(Aor)-Fin
The bull went away once, then twice, and brought some food back to the boy. But,
the bull’s head was broken, wasn’t it? Then once, when the bull went out, it ended
up dying. The bull had come to a small stream and, feeling dizzy, he fell into the
stream and was unable to climb out. He ended up dying there.
(100) AE’§M’9P CE’NC
the-boy
FCM’LV’,

FCZ§2M9V’9C\

CONC

the-tree he-where-[it]-Prev(on)-sit-Stat.Past.N.F the-hunger
FRULV’,
FRULV’,

him-it-catch-(Aor)-Fin (= he became hungry) he-wait-(Aor)-Fin
CZC LE9
2LDCYCO
CTCZ§ GI§CCLYCO,
but his-bull [it]-he-see-Dyn-Neg here anything-Prev(here)-come-Dyn-Neg
CZ
2CZ§CTZC\
2L\FT<CYCO.
the-head [it]-where-it-turn-Past.Ind.N.F [it]-him-Pot-know-Emph-Dyn-Neg
When the boy sat up on the top of tree, he felt hungry. He waited and waited.
However, he couldn’t see his bull, and no one else would come, would they? The
boy didn’t know where the bull had gone off to.
(101) AE’arp’P 2CLT9CYC
the-flute
LCDCS’CY,

FCNCICLV’,

[it]-Dummy-he-play-Abs he-it-Prev-begin-(Aor)-Fin
LE9
S’C<CO.

it-where-be-Stat.Pres.N.F his-bull

CZC
but

it-be-Emph-Neg

He started to play his flute. But where was his bull? His bull was nowhere to be
found.
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(102) ANC9C 2CZ§M9V’9C\

YU 2C9CLV’:

the-raven [it]-where-Prev(on)-sit down-Past.Ind.N.F thus [it]-it-say-(Aor)-Fin
— WCTC, YCTC Y\CC<C\

YE9

you
you
L2VCCP

your-bull the-stream

you-Rel-bring up-Past.Ind.N.F
LRULV’.

it-[it]-Prev(in)-fall-Past.Ind

CM’9CTC

it-die-(Aor)-Fin

A raven stopped on the tree and said, “The bull that brought you up, your bull, has
fallen into a stream and died.
(103) JCZ§RU\I§

CDTLI§, CDTLI§ CVR

it-where-die-Past.Ind.N.F-also such and such

CE’CYR’.

the-place it-in/at-be-Stat.Pres.Fin

The place where it died is over there in such and such a place.”
(104) AE’§M’9P LS’CLE’CI9U§CYCL\,
the-boy
LOC\

VPZCU

Rel-Prev-he-do-Suffix-Dyn-what close relative-as
LE9 =C?CM’9P,
YCC, ZZ§ C\9L9CP,

Rel-[he]-have-Stat.Past.N.F his-bull [it]-be-Stat.Past.Fin more above the-sky
E’CS’C CFI§N,
F\M9I98YC
9C CM’CI§
under the-ground he-Rel-Prev-rely on-Dyn.N.F SP nothing
2LOC<CO\V’.
[it]-he-have-Emph-Neg-Stat.Past.Fin
What on earth could the poor boy do? The bull was his only close relative. There
was no one he could rely on in Heaven or on Earth.
(105) JE9

LVCC\,

LCZ§VCZC\

his-bull Rel-Prev(in)-fall-Past.Ind.N.F it-where/that-Prev-die-Past.Ind.N.F
CNC9C LCPLCPC9C,
CE’NC F\M9V’9C\
the-raven it-when-him-to-it-say.(Aor.N.F) the-tree he-Rel-Prev(on)-sit-Stat.Past.N.F
FNCNDCCP,
LE’PCLZCP,
LE9
he-Par-Prev-descend-Past.Ind his-SV-Prev-he-set out-Past.Ind
CZ§VCZC\
=L?LRUCCLV’.
[it]-where-Prev-die-Past.Ind.N.F

his-bull

[it]-he-find-(Aor)-Fin

When the raven told him that the bull had fallen into the stream and died, the boy
rushed down from the tree and ran off. He found the place where the bull had died.
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(106) WCC LZ
CE9

2CZ§LICYC\

2CPLOCY,

more his-head [it]-where-he-take-Dyn-Impf.N.F [it]-when-he-have-Stat.Pres.N.F
COI9CE9C 2CCLTS’§CP,
ZNC
CE9
COI9CE9C

the-bull its-belly
FN2VCNCP,

[it]-Par-he-cut-Past.Ind head-with the-bull its-belly
LCTI§ YC CE9
COI9CE9C

he-Par-[it]-Prev(into)-go-Past.Ind he-also there the-bull its-belly
FN2VCRU
FECLV’.
he-Par-[it]-Prev(inside)-die.(Abs.Past)

he-go-(Aor)-Fin

As he didn’t know any longer what to do with himself, he cut the bull’s belly and
climbed into the bull’s belly headfirst, and he ended up dying there as well, inside
the bull’s belly.
(107) [A]CPRUC

“D\LC” NRCRUC

the-stepmother good
CDCU
[C]CYR’.

“FUNCC<C\”

her-stepson him-how-she-bring up-Past.Ind.N.F

in this way [it]-be-Stat.Pres.Fin
This is the way that a “good” stepmother “raised” her stepson.
- ua, Alawara. 1997.»
 lakuºua , Ak
* The text was taken from «Sergei Zyxuba (ed.), Apsua
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Notes
(78) 1. FCZ§PCNIC\ (him(C1)-where(there)-Prev-she(C3)-take-Past.Ind.N.F): masd. CPCICTC [tr.]
“to take s.o. there”. 2. 2CCTV’P (it(C1)-Prev-open-Abs): masd. CCTV’TC [tr.] “to open”. 3. FPCL
I9CP (he(=the king, C1)-Prev-him(C2)-push-Abs): masd. CPCI9CTC [intr.] “to push s.o. in there”.
4. FL9PCLM’2LV’ (him(C1)-Prev-he(=the king, C3)-lock in-(Aor)-Fin): masd. CL9PCM’TC [tr.]
“to lock s.o. in”.
(79) 1. FL9PCZC2LV’ (he-Prev-fall into-(Aor)-Fin): masd. CL9PCZCTC [intr.] “to fall into”. 2.
L-S’CLE’CYCL (Rel(C1)-Prev-he(C3)-do-Dyn-what): masd. CS’CE’CTC [tr.] “to do”.
(80) 1. LE’CZCLV’ (it(=the bull, C1)-Prev(under)-find oneself-(Aor)-Fin): masd. CE’CZCTC [intr.]
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“to find oneself under”. 2. F\NCEC\ (he(C1)-Rel(C2)-with-go-Past.Ind.N.F) “how he went”:
masd. CECTC [intr.] “to go”. 3. FCZ§EC\ (he(C1)-where-go-Past.Ind.N.F) “where he went/had
gone”. 4. F\IC\ (him(C1)-Rel(C3)-take-Past.Ind.N.F) “who took him”: masd. CICTC [tr.] “to
take, carry”. 5. L\FT<CYCO < 2L\FT<CYCO (it(=nothing, C1)-he(C2)-Pot-know-EmphDyn-Neg) “he knows nothing”: masd. CFTTC [tr.] “to know”.
(81) 1. CNCFCC9CLV’, CL9CFCC9CLV’ “it (the bull) searched up and down (for the boy).” CPCZ§C
9CLV’, CTCZ§C9CLV’ “it searched here, there, and everywhere.” 2. CV’9NC CE9C 2CZPCZLV’
lit. “it (the bull) removed the skin from the world”, i.e. “the bull searched all over the world (for the
boy)”. 2CZPCZLV’ (it(=the skin, C1)-it(=the world, C2)-Prev-it(=the bull, C3)-remove-(Aor)Fin): masd. CZZTC [tr.] “to remove”. 3. FCZ§EC\ 2CDCYCO (it(C1)-it(=the bull, C3)-seeDyn-Neg) lit. “it (the bull) doesn’t see it (= where the boy went)”, i.e. “the bull doesn’t know where
the boy went.” masd. CDCTC [tr.] “to see”. 4. FCZCIC = FCZ§CIC (him(C1)-where-it(C3)-take.
Aor.N.F). For the prefix CZ, see Note (23-3). 5. LFTR’ < LLFTR’ (it(C1)-he(=Allah, C3)know-Fut.I) “Allah will know it”.
(82) 1. FCZ§L9PCTM’\ (him(C1)-where-Prev-they(C3)-lock in-Past.Ind.N.F), see Note (78-4). 2.
CM’TLE’CTE’CYCP (something-him(C2)-Prev-they(C3)-feed-Dyn-Impf) “they gave him some
food to eat”. masd. CM’TCE’CE’CTC [tr.] “to feed”. 3. FCFTM’YCO\V’ (him(C1)-it(=hunger,
C2)-they(C3)-Caus-catch-Dyn-Neg-Impf) lit. “they didn’t use to make hunger catch him”, i.e. “they
didn’t cause him to die of hunger”. masd. CM’TC [tr.] “to catch”. Cf. CONC UCM’YCLV’ “I am
hungry”. 4. L\Z9CTVCY\CL “it is good for nothing”, cf. CZ9CTVC “help”, “useful”. 5. Z§CCULM’LV’
< LLM’2LV’ (it(=the bull, C1)-he(C3)-catch-(Aor)-Fin) “he worried about the bull”. Cf. Z§CCU
LUM’YR’ “I am anxious about it”. 6. CLVCT < =L?CLVCT ([it(=the knowledge, C1)]-to it(=the
bull, C2)-he(C3)-give-Subjunctive): masd. CVCTC [tr.] “to give”. 7. LVCZZCLV’ < =L?LVCZZC2LV’
([it(C1)]-he(C2)-wish to-(Aor)-Fin): masd. CVCZZCTC [inverse, intr.] “to wish for”. 8. L\NCLVC
YCL (it(C1)-how-he(C3)-give-Dyn-Qu) “How will he give it?”
(83) 1. FZTM9CM9CYC (he(C1)-grieve-Abs): masd. CZTM9CM9C [intr.] “to grieve”. 2. FUV’9C\
(he(C1)-how-be sitting-Past.Stat.N.F) “when he was sitting”: masd. CV’9CTC [intr.] “to be sitting”.
3. YUCM’9OM’9C “at the time”. 4. RTP < =L?RTP ([it(C1)]-fly-Abs) “having flown”: masd.
CRTTC [intr.] “to fly”. 5. LCCLP(it(C1)-Prev-come here-Past.Ind): masd. CCLTC [intr.] “to come
here”. 6. LCCM9V’9CLV’ (it(=a crow, C1)-Par-Prev(on)-sit down-(Aor)-Fin): masd. CM9V’9CTC
[intr.] “to sit down on”.
(84) 1. LCPCC=C?M9V’9C (it(=the crow, C1)-when-Par-it(=the window, C2)-Prev(on)-sit down.
Aor.N.F) lit. “when the crow sat down on the window”. 2. FE’9YCYC lit. “he, crying”: masd.
CE’9YCTC [intr.] “to cry”. 3. FUV’9C\ (he-how-be sitting-Past.Stat.N.F) “how he was sitting”:
masd. CV’9CTC [intr.] “to be sitting”. 4. 2CPCDC < =L?CPCDC ([it(C1)]-when-it(=the crow, C3)see.Aor.N.F): masd. CDCTC [tr.] “to see”. 5. LYZ§\CL (Rel(C1)-you(C2)-happen-(Aor)-what)
“What happened to you?”: masd. CZ§TC [intr.] “to happen to”. 6. Y\TE’9YCYCL (you(C1)Rel(C3)-Caus-cry-Dyn-what) “What is making you cry?” 7. LC\E’CCLV’ < =L?LC\E’CCLV’ ([it(=the
crow, C1)]-him(C2)-it-Prev-ask-(Aor)-Fin) “the crow asked him about it”: masd. C\E’CCTC [intr.]
“to ask”.
(85) 1. U\TE’9YCYC (me(C1)-Rel(C3)-Caus-cry-Dyn.N.F) “the one who makes me cry”: masd.
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CTE’9YCTC [tr.] “to make s.o. cry”. 2. =C?CYR’ ([it(C2)]-copula-Stat.Pres.N.F) “X is it”. See
Notes (4)-1, (14)-5 and (23)-2. 3. UM9V’9CP < U2M9V’9CP (I(C1)-it(=a chestnut tree, C2)Prev(on)-sit-Stat.Past.Fin) “I was sitting on the top of a chestnut tree.”: masd. CM9V’9C\CCTC[intr.]
“to sit on”. 4. LM9ZCLV’ < L2M9ZCLV’ (it(=my-flute, C1)-it(=the chestnut tree, C2)-Prev(on)remain alone-(Aor)-Fin) “my flute has remained on the chestnut tree.”: masd. CM9ZCTC [intr.] “to
remain alone”. 5. LUOC\CT (it(C1)-I(C2)-have-Subjunctive) “if I had had it”: masd. COC\CC
TC [intr.] “to have”. 6. UVCZP < LUVCZP (it(C1)-I(C2)-want-Stat.Past.Fin) “I wanted it”: masd.
CVCZ\CCTC [intr.] “to want”. 7. CNCUTE’8§YCO\V’ < LCNCUTE’8§YCO\V’ (it(=my
heart, C1)-it(=my flute, C2)-with-I(C3)-Caus-be bored-Dyn-Neg-Impf) lit. “I would not have
bored my heart with my flute”, i.e. “my flute would not have bored me”: masd. CTE’8§TC [tr.] “to
bore”. Cf. UI9E’8§YCLV’ “I am bored”. The imperfect tense expresses the past subjunctive in an
apodosis.
(86) 1. UCZ§PCRUYC: masd. CPCRUTC [intr.] “to look there”. 2. CLE9C\9CT: masd. CLE9C\9C
TC [intr.] “to talk with each other”. 3. S’CNCYCO: masd. CS’CNCTC [intr.] “to be possible”.
Cf. DECT S’CNQYCO “it is impossible for you to go”. 4. UCYLU§VYCO (me(C1)-DummyPrev-he(C3)-release-Dyn-Neg) “he will not release me”: masd. CYU§VTC [tr.] “to release”. 5.
UI9CS’YC: masd. CI9CS’TC [intr.] “to suffer”. 6. UL9PCZCLV’, see Note (79-1).
(87) 1. LY\CC\ICYCLV’ (it(C1)-you(C2)-for-Prev-I(C3)-bring-Dyn-Fin) “I’ll bring it to you”:
masd. CCICTC [tr.] “to bring”. 2. CE’PCPCZCP (its(Poss)-SV-Prev-it(C3)-set out-Past.Ind) “it set
out and”: masd. CE’PCZCTC [tr.] “to set out”. 3. LD\§CM’P (it(=the flute, C1)-Prev(between)hold-Abs) “having held it between [the beaks]”: masd. CD\§CM’TC [tr.] “to hold sth. between”. 4.
LCOCP(it(=the flute)-it(=the crow, C2)-have-Abs) “the crow, having had it”. 5. LCCLV’ (it(C1)Prev(here)-come-(Aor)-Fin) “it came here”: masd. CCLTC [intr.] “come here”.
(88) 1. L2MNTU9P (it(=the flute, C1)-[it(=the window, C2)]-Prev(through)-throw-Abs) “having
thrown the flute into the window”, cf. CTU9TC [tr.] “to throw”. 2. FCZ§L9PCM’\ “where he was
locked in”. For masdar see Note (78-4). 3. LPCVCLV’ < LLPCVCLV’ (it(=the flute, C1)-him(C2)it(=the crow, C3)-give-(Aor)-Fin) “the crow gave it to him”: masd. CVCTC [tr.] “to give”.
(89) 1. =L?CPLORZ§CU9CI9U§C (it(C1)-when-he(C2)-Prev-find-(Aor.N.F)-at last) “when he found
it at last”: masd. CORZ§CU9CTC [intr. inverse] “to find”. 2. FM’NCV’9CP “he, having sat on the
windowsill”: masd. CM’NCV’9CTC [intr.] “to sit in an aperture”. 3. FCNCICLV’ (he(C1)-it(=to play,
C2)-Prev-begin-(Aor)-Fin) “he began to play the flute”: masd. CNCICTC [intr.] “to begin”.
(90) 1. CCICTCYR’ < LCCICTCYR’ (it(C1)-Prev-bring-must-be-Stat.Pres.Fin) “the bull must be
brought”: masd. CCICTC [tr.] “to bring”. 2. F\TI9CS’YC (him(C1)-Rel(C3)-worry-Dyn.N.F) “the
one who worries him”: masd. CTI9CS’TC [tr.] “to worry”. Cf. CI9CS’TC [intr.] “to suffer”.
(91) 1. CPTCC < LCPTCC (it(C1)-when-them(C2)-to-hear.Aor.N.F) “when they heard it”: masd.
CCTC [intr. inverse] “to hear”. 2. LUCL\CYC\ (they(C1)-how-gather-Dyn-Impf.N.F) CLRU “as they
used to gather (at that fir grove)”: masd. CL\CTC [intr.] “to gather”. 3. LS’C\ : masd. CS’C\CC
TC [intr.] “to be”. IIU9IU, RUCCV’9ULS’C\\GI§ CL\CLV’ “all that were wild animals and birds
gathered”. 4. V9LV’ < LV9LV’ “it was filled”: masd. CV9TC [intr.] “to fill”.
(92) 1. L=C?CCLV’ (it(=its voice, C1)-it(=the bull, C2)-to-hear-(Aor)-Fin) “the bull also heard the
sound of the flute”.
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(93) 1. LCP=C?CC (it(=its voice, C1)-when-it(=the bull, C2)-to-hear.Aor.N.F) “when the bull heard
the sound of the flute”. 2. LNCVTUP (it(C1)-Par-Prev-break away-Abs): masd. CVTUTC [intr.]
“to break away”. 3. LL9P (it(C1)-run-Abs): masd. CL9TC [intr.] “to run”. 4. CE’CCPCZCLV’
(its(Poss)-SV-Par-it(C3)-set out-(Aor)-Fin) “it set out”: masd. CE’PCZCTC [tr.] “to set out”.
(94) 1. LUCCLYC\ (it(C1)-how-Prev(here)-come-Dyn-Impf.N.F) lit. “how it was coming here”.
2. LNCTUP (it(=the bull, C1)-Par-them(=the doors, C2)-hit-Past.Ind) “it hit them”: masd. CUTC
[intr.] “to hit”. 3. \PM’ CNC “each time”. 4. LRPCELV’ (them(C1)-Prev-it(=the bull, C3)-break(Aor)-Fin) “it broke them”: masd. CRETC [tr.] “to break”. 5. PZCLV’ < LPZCLV’ (they(C1)-Prevremain-(Aor)-Fin) “they remained”: masd. CPZCTC [intr.] “to remain”. 6. C\V’9L9CM’ “one of its
horns”. The affix \ with the suffix M’ is used to mark one part of a (body) pair; e.g. N\NCM’“one
of her eyes”. 7. Z\9CLV’ < LZ\9CLV’ (it(C1)-Prev-be broken-(Aor)-Fin) “it was broken”: masd.
CZ\9CTC [labile] “to break; to be broken”.
(95) 1. LCCPOE’CUM’9C (it(=the bull, C1)-Prev-Neg-stop-Abs) “it didn’t stop”: masd. CCPE’CU
TC [intr.] “to stop; to remain”. 2. LCCPZC\ (Rel(C1)-Prev-remain-Past.Ind.N.F) “(the doors) which
remained”: masd. CCPZCTC [intr.] “to remain”. 3. LCZCYC (it(=the bull, C1)-it(=the door, C2)pull-Abs) “the bull, pulling the door”: masd. CZCTC [intr.] “to pull”. 4. LCI9CYC (it(=the bull,
C1)-it(=the door, C2)-push-Abs) “the bull, pushing the door”: masd. CI9CTC [intr.] “to push”. 5.
LRPCE P (them(=the doors, C1)-Prev-it(=the bull, C3)-break-Past.Ind.Fin) “it broke them and”. 6.
LPL9PCUNCP (it(C1)-Par-Prev-go into-Past.Ind) “it went into and”: masd. CL9PCUN CTC [intr.] “to
go into”. 7. FL9M9V’9CP (he(C1)-Par-Prev(on)-sit-Past.Ind) “he got on (the bull’s back)”: masd. C
M9V’9CTC [intr.] “to sit down on”. 8. LL9F9NRCP (it(C1)-Par-Prev(out)-rush-Past.Ind) “it rushed
out”: masd. CF9NRCTC [intr.] “to rush out”.
(96) 1. =L?CZ§M’FPCS’§C\ ([it(=the head, C1)]-where-Prev-it(=the bull, C3)-strike-Past.Ind.N.F)
“the bull struck its head”: masd. CM’FS’§CTC [tr.] “to strike”. 2. =L?E’ULV’ ([it(=its brain, C1)]swing-(Aor)-Fin) “it swung”: masd. CE’UTC [intr.] “to swing; to move”.
(97) 1. FCOC (him(C1)-it(=the bull, C2)-have.Abs) “the bull, taking him”: masd. COC\CCTC [intr.]
“to have”. 2. LCZ§PCL\ (it(C1)-where-Prev(there)-go-Past.Ind.N.F) “(the valley) that it reached”:
masd. CPCLTC [intr.] “to go there”. 3. FM9PCE’CLV’ < F2M9PCE’CLV’ (him(C1)-[it(=the tree,
C2)]-Prev(on)-it(=the bull, C3)-put-(Aor)-Fin) “the bull put him on the tree”: masd. CM9E’CTC [tr.]
“to put on”.
(98) 1. YNODCCP (you-Prev-Neg-descend-IMP) “Don’t climb down!”: masd. CNDCCTC [intr.] “to
descend, to climb down”. 2. =L?YCUO9C\L ([it(C1)]-you(C2)-to-I(C3)-Neg-say-Past.Ind.
N.F-Qu) “Didn’t I say it to you?”: masd. C9CTC [tr.] “to say”. 3. Y\NDCC\L (you(C1)-whyPrev-descend-Past.Ind.N.F-Qu) “Why did you climb down?”. 4. YZ9PCP (you(C1)-climb-Abs):
masd. CZ9PCTC [intr.] “to climb down”. 5. YM9V’9C (you-Prev(on)-sit down.IMP) “Sit down!”:
masd. CM9V’9CTC [intr.] “to sit down on”. 6. UOCCM’9C (I(C1)-Neg-come here-Abs) “until I come
back”: masd. CCTC [intr.] “to come here”. 7. =L?LCPC9CLV’ ([it(C1)]-him(C2)-to-it(=the bull, C3)say-(Aor)-Fin) “the bull said it to him”.
(99) 1. =L?D\§OUZ§C\L ([it(C1)]-Prev-Neg-be broken-Pluperf-N.F-Qu) “Hadn’t it been broken?”:
masd. CD\§UTC [intr.] “to be broken; to go bad”. 2. LCZ§L9VE’\ (it(=the bull, C1)-where-ParPrev-go out-Past.Ind.N.F) “where the bull went out”: masd. CVE’TC [intr.] “to go out”. 3. =L?VC
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ZCLV’ ([it(C1)]-Prev-die-(Aor)-Fin) “it died”: masd. CVCZCTC [intr.] “to perish”. 4. LUPCLYC\
(it(C2)-how-Prev(here)-come-Dyn-Impf.N.F) lit. “how it was coming here”, i.e. “when the bull
was coming to (a stream)”. 5. CDNCZCE’I§C\§P “it felt dizzy and”: masd. CDNCZCE’I§G\§TC [intr.]
“to feel dizzy”, cf. UDNCZCE’ I§G\§YCLV’ “I feel dizzy”. 6. L2VCCP (it(=the bull, C1)-[it(=the
stream, C2)]-Prev(in)-fall-Past.Ind) “the bull fell into the stream”: CVCCTC [intr.] “to fall in”. 7.
L\VOE’<CLV’ (it(C1)-Pot-Prev(out of)-Neg-go-Emph-(Aor)-Fin) “it was unable to go out (of
the stream)”: masd. CVE’TC [intr.] “to go out”.
(100) 1. FCZ§2M9V’9C\ (he(C1)-where-[it (=the tree, C2)]-Prev(on)-sit-Stat.Past.N.F) “when
he was sitting on the tree”: masd. CM9V’9C\CCTC [intr.] “to sit on”. 2. FCM’LV’ (him(C1)it(=hunger, C3)-catch-(Aor)-Fin) lit. “it caught him”: masd. CM’TC [tr.] “to catch”. 3. FRULV’
(he(C1)-wait-(Aor)-Fin) “he waited”: masd. CRUTC [intr.] “to wait”. 4. LDCYCO < =L?LDCYCO
([it(C1)]-he(C3)-see-Dyn-Neg) “he won’t see it”. 5. GI§CCLYCO “nothing will come here”. 6. =L?
CZ§CTZC\ ([it(=the head, C1)]-where-it(=the bull, C3)-turn-Past.Ind.N.F) lit. “where the bull turned
its head”, i.e. “(he doesn’t know) where the bull went away to”: masd. CTZCTC [tr.] “to turn, to aim”.
7. 2L\FT<CYCO < =L?L\FT<CYCO ([it(C1)]-him(C2)-Pot-know-Emph-Dyn-Neg) “he
doesn’t know it”: masd. CFTTC [tr.] “to know”.
(101) 1. CLT9CYC < =L?CLT9CYC ([it(=the flute, C1)]-Dummy-he(C3)-play-Abs) “he (began
to) play the flute”: masd. CT9CTC [tr.] “to play”. 2. LCDCS’CY (it(C1)-where-be-Stat.Pres.N.F)
“Where is it?”: masd. CS’C\CCTC [intr.] “to be”.
(102) 1. Y\CC<C\ (you(C1)-Rel(C3)-bring up-Past.Ind.N.F) “the one who brought you up”: masd.
CC<CTC [tr.] “to bring up”. 2. LRULV’ (it(C1)-die-(Aor)-Fin) “it died”: masd. CRUTC [intr.] “to die”.
(103) 1. CE’CYR’ “X is at a certain place”, cf. CMCNCM§CE’ “in the town”.
(104) 1. LS’CLE’CI9U§CYCL\ (Rel(C1)-Prev-he(C3)-do-Suffix-Dyn-What) “What could the poor
boy do?”: masd. CS’CE’CTC [tr.] “to do”. I9U§C is used to express nuances of misfortune, regret,
etc. 2. LOC\ < LLOC\ (Rel(C1)-he(C2)-have-Stat.Past.N.F) “(the one) which he had”. 3. =C?
CM’9P ([it(=his bull, C2)]-be-Stat.Past.Fin) “X was only a bull.” 4. F\M9I98YC (he(C1)Rel(C2)-Prev-rely on-Dyn.N.F) “the one upon which he relies”: masd. CM9I98TC [intr.] “to rely
upon”. 5. 9CCM’CI§LOC<CO\V’ “he had nothing to (rely upon).”
(105) 1. LCPLCPC9C (it(C1)-when-him(C2)-to-it(=the raven, C3)-say.Aor.N.F) “when the raven
told him that ...”. 2. FNCNDCCP (he(C1)-Par-Prev-descend-Past.Ind) “he climbed down (from the
tree) quickly”: masd. CNDCCTC [intr.] “to descend”. 3. LE’PCLZCP (his(Poss)-SV-Prev-he(C3)-set
out-Past.Ind) “he set out”: masd. CE’PCZCTC [intr.] “to set out”. 4. =L?LRUCCLV’ ([it(=the place
where his bull died, C1)]-he(C3)-find-(Aor)-Fin) “he found it”: masd. CRUCCTC [tr.] “to find”.
(106) 1. LZ CZ§LICYC\ CPLOCY “when he does not know where to put himself”. 2. =L?
CCLTS’§CP ([it(=the belly, C1)]-Par-he(C3)-cut-Past.Ind) “he cut it and ...”: masd. CTS’§CTC [tr.]
“to cut”. 3. FN2VCNCP (he(C1)-Par-[it(=the belly, C2)]-Prev(into)-go-Past.Ind) “he went into the
bull’s belly”: masd. CVCNCTC [intr.] “to go into”. 4. FN=2?VCRU (he(C1)-Par-[it(=the belly, C2)]Prev(in)-die.Abs.Past) “he died in the bull’s belly”: masd. CVCRUTC [intr.] “to die inside”.
(107) 1. FUNCC<C\ (him(C1)-how-she(C3)-bring up-Past.Ind.N.F) “how she brought him up”.
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Abbreviations
Abs = absolutive
Aor = aorist
ARD = Kaslandzija, V. A. 2005. Abxazsko-russkij slovar’.
C1 = the first column
C2 = the second column
C3 = the third column
Caus = causative
Cond = conditional
Dyn = dynamic
Emph = emphasis
Fin = finite
Hum = human
IMP = imperative
Impf = imperfect
Ind = indefinite
intr. = intransitive
M = masculine
masd. = masdar
Neg = negative
N.F = non-finite
Par = prefixal particle
Past.Ind = past indefinite
perf = perfect
Pl = plural
Pluperf = pluperfect
Poss = possessive
Pot = potential
Pres = present
Prev = preverb
Purp = purpose
Qu = question
Rel = relative prefix
Self = reflexive
SP = speech-particle
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Stat = stative
SV = subjective version
tr. = transitive
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Errata to Abkhaz Text (3)
These corrigenda are based upon the corrections and invaluable comments on Abkhaz Text (3) kindly
provided by B. George Hewitt.
Pg.

# Original
162. (14) =2?CYR’

Corrected
=C?CYR’

163. (16) “Come over here, bring me that bent twig,”
163. (18) LC\E’CCLV’

“Go and fetch a bent twig,”
LC\E’CCLV’

164. (20) It has been a long time since she said ...
164. (21) FC=C?CS’9OE’<CM’9C

It’s a long time that she’s been saying ...
FC=C?CS’9OE’<CM’9C

165. (23) =2?CYR’

=C?CYR’

165. (23) I will lift you up from them.

I’ll take you away from them.

168. (34) “Will this evil pig really be able to

“Don’t you see that this old pig is

catch up with us?”

gaining on us?”

169. (39) “The pig tried desperately to pull ...”

“The pig tried to push ...”
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